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The authority of trading and business has clearly ordered the travelling companies to bring all the
charges levied on tickets into light so that the travellers can know the exact value of their travelling
cost. The passengers have to pay some extra cost when they book for ticket of airlines or railway.
Besides, the travelling companies also ask some hidden charges. Office of Fair trading (OFT) has
expressed its wish to introduce a new law to abolish such charges. The office has revealed its report
and said that the tourists have spent about three hundred million pound in form of hidden costs in
airlines last year. And the authority has also warned if the complaint is not submitted.

Airline Easyjet ask for extra charges of eight pound for payment by cards and 2.5 per cent extra of
total payment for credits cards holders. At the same time, the Ryanair levies about six pound extra
for both credit and debit cards. On the other side, the spokesperson from Easyjet has stated that the
extra charges would be examined, yet the charges have been levied on the total cost because of
the convenience of the people. they have shown a way to confirm travellers to make calmer price
comparison if a collective practice of credit or debit card charges can be settled from corner to
corner of all the transportation sector in European country.
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Ryanair has reacted back and said that the charges what OFT is talking about can be avoided by
using the pre-paid card. Some companies have come to agree the valve that they would contain the
costs in their ticket value. On the other side, the extra charges would not come to mirror the charges
to the companies of handling the payments. They have accepted that the process can be
bothersome for the customers. When they have to pay for making payment for the tickets, it makes
them think.

At present time, availing the cards may bring some additional protection for the travellers if the
situation goes wrong. The watchdog thinks that the prohibition on practicing the credit cards may
bring the value of oneâ€™s down. As theOFT has ordered to add all kinds of cost to their websites, it
would be advantageous way for the customers. If an airline company asks for the fuel supplement,
they must add the information about extra charges to their marketed price of the flight.
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